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注：该讲义并非老师授课的逐字稿，还请同学们认真听课，并适当做笔

记。如有任何疑问，请同学登陆知识堂进行提问。另,讲义为老师手打,

并且经过仔细校对,如有拼写等小瑕疵还请同学多多体谅哦!祝大家学习

愉快！金榜题名！ 

 



 

 

考研阅读基础讲义  ---  唐迟 

1、长难句阅读 —— 如何抓主干 

While talking to you, your could-be employer is deciding whether your education, your experience, 

and other qualifications will pay him to employ you and your "wares" and abilities must be displayed 

in an orderly and reasonably connected manner. 

 

 In making a blueprint for a job, begin with yourself, for when you know exactly what you have to 

offer, you can intelligently plan where to sell your services. 

 

You can make a mental blueprint of a desire as you would make a blueprint of a house, and each of us 

is continually making these blueprints in the general routine of everyday living. 

 

When a new movement in art attains a certain fashion, it is advisable to find out what its advocates are 

aiming at, for, however farfetched and unreasonable their principles may seem today, it is possible that 

in years to come they may be regarded as normal. 

 

With regard to Futurist poetry, however, the case is rather difficult, for whatever Futurist poetry may 
be — even admitting that the theory on which it is based may be right — it can hardly be classed as 
Literature. 

 

It is difficult to the point of impossibility for the average reader under the age of forty to imagine a 

time when high-quality arts criticism could be found in most big-city newspapers 

 

2、长难句阅读 —— 句型结构（非主干） 

 

Shielded by third-party payers from the cost of our care , we demand everything  that can possibly be 

done for us , even if it's useless.  

 

Hunting for a job late last year ,  lawyer Gant Redmon stumbled across CareerBuilder ,  a job 

database on the Internet. 

 

But with homework counting for no more than 10% of their grades ,  students can easily skip half 

their homework and see very little difference on their report cards. 

 

Physicians — frustrated by their inability to cure the disease and fearing loss of hope in the patient — 



 

too often offer aggressive treatment far beyond what is scientifically justified.  

 

But, for a small group of students , professional training might be the way to go since well-developed 

skills , all other factors being equal , can be the difference between having a job and not. 

 

Sad to say , this project has turned out to be mostly low-level findings about factual errors and spelling 

and grammar mistakes , combined with lots of head-scratching puzzlement about what in the world 

those readers really want. 

 

In recent years , railroads have been combining with each other , merging into super systems , causing 

heightened concerns about monopoly. 

 

In 1968 , the Congress of the United States passed the Jury Selection and Service Act , ushering in a 

new era of democratic reforms for the jury. 

 

Firms are now studying how genes interact , looking for correlations that might be used to determine 

the causes of disease or predict a drug’s efficacy. 

 

A federal appeals court overturned the prior decision , ruling that Myriad Genetics could indeed hold 

patents to two genes that help forecast a woman's risk of breast cancer.  

 

When nursery colours were introduced  , pink was actually considered the more masculine colour , a 

pastel version of red, which was associated with strength. 

 

1996 Passage 3 

  In the last half of the nineteenth century "capital" and "labour" were enlarging and perfecting 
their rival organisations on modern lines. Many an old firm was replaced by a limited liability 
company with a bureaucracy of salaried managers. The change met the technical requirements of the 
new age by engaging a large professional element and prevented the decline in efficiency that so 
commonly spoiled the fortunes of family firms in the second and third generation after the energetic 
founders. It was moreover a step away from individual initiative, towards collectivism and municipal 
and state-owned business. The railway companies, though still private business managed for the 
benefit of shareholders, were very unlike old family business. At the same time the great 
municipalities went into business to supply lighting, trams and other services to the taxpayers. 

  The growth of the limited liability company and municipal business had important consequences. 
Such large, impersonal manipulation of capital and industry greatly increased the numbers and 
importance of shareholders as a class, an element in national life representing irresponsible wealth 
detached from the land and the duties of the landowners; and almost equally detached from the 
responsible management of business. All through the nineteenth century, America, Africa, India, 
Australia and parts of Europe were being developed by British capital, and British shareholders were 
thus enriched by the world's movement towards industrialisation. Towns like Bournemouth and 
Eastbourne sprang up to house large "comfortable" classes who had retired on their incomes, and who 
had no relation to the rest of the community except that of drawing dividends and occasionally 
attending a shareholders' meeting to dictate their orders to the management. On the other hand 
"shareholding" meant leisure and freedom which was used by many of the later Victorians for the 
highest purpose of a great civilization. 
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  The "shareholders" as such had no knowledge of the lives, thoughts or needs of the workmen 
employed by the company in which he held shares, and his influence on the relations of capital and 
labour was not good. The paid manager acting for the company was in more direct relation with the 
men and their demands, but even he had seldom that familiar personal knowledge of the workmen 
which the employer had often had under the more patriarchal system of the old family business now 
passing away. Indeed the mere size of operations and the numbers of workmen involved rendered 
such personal relations impossible. Fortunately, however, the increasing power and organisation of the 
trade unions, at least in all skilled trades, enabled the workmen to meet on equal terms the managers 
of the companies who employed them. The cruel discipline of the strike and lockout taught the two 
parties to respect each other's strength and understand the value of fair negotiation. 

3、长难句阅读 —— 从句间关系 

However, for many years physicists thought that atoms and molecules always were much more likely 

to emit light spontaneously and that stimulated emission thus always would be much weaker. 

 

It appeared that Canada was once more falling in step with the trend toward smaller families that had 

occurred all through the Western world since the time of the Industrial Revolution. 

 

The history of clinical nutrition, or the study of the relationship between health and how the body 

takes in and utilizes food substances, can be divided into four distinct eras: the first began in the 

nineteenth century and extended into the early twentieth century when it was recognized for the first 

time that food contained constituents that were essential for human function and that different foods 

provided different amounts of these essential agents. 

 

Rather , we have a certain conception of the American citizen , a character who is incomplete if he 

cannot competently assess how his livelihood and happiness are affected by things outside of himself. 

 

Many Americans regard the jury system as a concrete expression of crucial democratic values , 

including the principles that all citizens who meet minimal qualifications of age and literacy are 

equally competent to serve on juries; that jurors should be selected randomly from a representative 

cross section of the community; that no citizen should be denied the right to serve on a jury on account 

of race, religion, sex, or national origin; that defendants are entitled to trial by their peers; and that 

verdicts should represent the conscience of the community and not just the letter of the law.  

 

Although it ruled that there is no constitutional right to physician-assisted suicide, the Court in effect 

supported the medical principle of "double effect ", a centuries-old moral principle holding that an 

action having two effects — a good one that is intended and a harmful one that is foreseen — is 

permissible if the actor intends only the good effect.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

阅读理解初体验 

2000 Passage 1 

  A history of long and effortless success can be a dreadful handicap, but, if properly handled, it 
may become a driving force. When the United States entered just such a glowing period after the end 
of the Second World War, it had a market eight times larger than any competitor, giving its industries 
unparalleled economies of scale. Its scientists were the world's best, its workers the most skilled. 
America and Americans were prosperous beyond the dreams of the Europeans and Asians whose 
economies the war had destroyed.  

  It was inevitable that this primacy should have narrowed as other countries grew richer. Just as 
inevitably, the retreat from predominance proved painful. By the mid-1980s Americans had found 
themselves at a loss over their fading industrial competitiveness. Some huge American industries, 
such as consumer electronics, had shrunk or vanished in the face of foreign competition. By 1987 
there was only one American television maker left, Zenith. (Now there is none: Zenith was bought by 
South Korea's LG Electronics in July.) Foreign-made cars and textiles were sweeping into the 
domestic market. America's machine-tool industry was on the ropes. For a while it looked as though 
the making of semiconductors, which America had invented and which sat at the heart of the new 
computer age, was going to be the next casualty. 

  All of this caused a crisis of confidence. Americans stopped taking prosperity for granted. They 
began to believe that their way of doing business was failing, and that their incomes would therefore 
shortly begin to fall as well. The mid-1980s brought one inquiry after another into the causes of 
America's industrial decline. Their sometimes sensational findings were filled with warnings about the 
growing competition from overseas. 

  How things have changed! In 1995 the United States can look back on five years of solid growth 
while Japan has been struggling. Few Americans attribute this solely to such obvious causes as a 
devalued dollar or the turning of the business cycle. Self-doubt has yielded to blind pride. "American 
industry has changed its structure, has gone on a diet, has learnt to be more quick-witted," according 
to Richard Cavanaugh, executive dean of Harvard's Kennedy School of Government. "It makes me 
proud to be an American just to see how our businesses are improving their productivity," says 
Stephen Moore of the Cato Institute, a think-tank in Washington, D.C. And William Sahlman of the 
Harvard Business School believes that people will look back on this period as "a golden age of 
business management in the United States." 

51. The U.S. achieved its predominance after World War Ⅱ because________. 

  [A] it had made painstaking efforts towards this goal 

  [B] its domestic market was eight times larger than before 

  [C] the war had destroyed the economies of most potential competitors 

  [D] the unparalleled size of its workforce had given an impetus to its economy 

52. The loss of U.S. predominance in the world economy in the 1980s is manifested in the fact that the 
American________. 

  [A] TV industry had withdrawn to its domestic market 

  [B] semiconductor industry had been taken over by foreign enterprises 
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  [C] machine-tool industry had collapsed after suicidal actions 

  [D] auto industry had lost part of its domestic market 

53. What can be inferred from the passage? 

  [A] It is human nature to shift between self-doubt and blind pride. 

  [B] Intense competition may contribute to economic progress. 

  [C] The revival of the economy depends on international cooperation. 

  [D] A long history of success may pave the way for further development. 

54. The author seems to believe the revival of the US economy in the 1990s can be attributed to 
the________. 

  [A] turning of the business cycle 

  [B] restructuring of industry 

  [C] improved business management 

  [D] success in education  

 

 

 

 

 


